Incidences of Exploratory Research in Postgraduate University Studies: A Neutrosophic Statistic Approach
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Abstract. Exploratory research corresponds to the first approach of investigative work. This type of research is very useful by allowing researchers to have a first approach or a first idea about the subject to study and will be of great help to become familiar with the method, but without providing conclusive results. It is usually carried out when the problem is in a preliminary phase. It is a process of collecting basic information on a problem that is not clearly defined. It is a very flexible technique, which implies that the researcher is willing to take risks, be patient and receptive. This work aims to define the level of incidence that exploratory research has in university and postgraduate studies and to visualize the level of indeterminacy presented by preliminary research. The use of combined method approaches for precision and baseline for exploratory research is handled.
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1 Introduction

The exploratory research aims to approach novel phenomena. Its objective is to obtain information that allows understanding them better, although, this is not conclusive. Therefore, exploratory research is essential to carry out a preliminary study before carrying out others that could entail a higher cost [1].

Therefore, what exploratory research does is to take an interest in a topic that has not been studied before or know new aspects of existing knowledge. Thus, when we do not know what we are dealing with, it is best to explore first before carrying out other more expensive analyses [2]. In addition, exploratory research can be used to formulate which audience to address, what questions to ask, or what response options should be included in the next phase of the inquiry (See Figure 1).

Figure 1. Scope and projection of the exploratory research

This type of research has a series of characteristics that should be known. These allow it to be used in the proper way and when it is necessary (Figure 2).

It is usually carried out when the problem is in a preliminary phase. It is often called a grounded theory or interpretive inquiry approach, as it is used to answer the what, why, and how questions. It is important to mention
that exploratory research is responsible for generating hypotheses that promote a deeper study from which results and a conclusion are drawn [3]

Figure 2. Characteristics of the exploratory research

In short, the main objectives of Exploratory Investigations are three: identification of a specific environment or situation, obtaining an initial hypothesis about it, and serving as a basis for future research with methodology [4-9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complementary techniques</th>
<th>Contributions to the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document review</td>
<td>It allows identifying the scientific literature and other secondary sources developed on the subject, to determine the depth with which the subject has been treated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Interviews               | The interviews in the qualitative studies allow knowing the perceptions, opinions, and direct knowledge of the actors linked to the subject.  
                           | - Expert interviews: indicates a high level of confidence which are the main issues related to or direct to existing and reliable sources of information around the problem studied.  
                           | - Interviews with potential users or beneficiaries: these types of interviews are usually semi-structured to identify how the subjects understand the topic or problem studied and what other topics they relate to. |
| Surveys (In-person or online) | They allow having a greater scope or breadth than interviews, although with less depth.  
                            | With the low level of resources required for exploratory research, it may be relevant to conduct surveys through social networks to direct them to audiences with particular interests and profiles with high value for research. |
| Field observation        | It allows the researcher to relate directly to the object of study to identify possible relationships or behaviors where the phenomenon or problem occurs.  
                           | As it is a primary analysis, not necessarily many field visits will be carried out, but if any are carried out, the observations must be recorded in the corresponding instrument in the most impartial way possible. |

Table 1. Complementary techniques in exploratory research [2, 10]
Exploratory research is a term used to describe research on a topic that has not yet been well defined. It is sometimes loosely used as a synonym for "qualitative research," although this is not strictly true. Research helps determine whether to move forward with a research idea and how to achieve it, is often flexible and dynamic, and can be based on existing data or literature. Research techniques are applied in marketing, drug development, and the social sciences [11].

Market research of an exploratory type can be very useful because it will allow us to have a general knowledge of the subject we want to deal with to launch products or services in the future since they will give us an approximate and prior idea of something about which there are no previous studies, and they serve as general information and as a basis for future market studies [12].

Figure 3. Characteristics of the exploratory research

From the characteristics of the variable and neutrosophic statistical analysis [13-35], this study focuses on:

- The problem situation: low level of precision and coherence when using exploratory research in undergraduate and graduate studies
- Main objective: to define the level of incidence that exploratory research has in university and postgraduate studies.
- Specific objectives:
  - Determine the sciences that most require exploratory research analysis
  - Analyze the effect of exploratory research on research
  - Perform statistical measurement and modeling of the neutrosophic variable

Present potential alternatives to improve the results of exploratory research

Regarding the structure of the study:

Figure 4. Structure of the exploratory research study

2 Materials and methods

Neutrosophic probabilities and statistics are a generalization of classical and imprecise probabilities and statistics. For example, the Neutrosophic Probability of an event E is the probability that event E will occur [36, 37], the probability that event E does not occur, and the probability of indeterminacy (not knowing whether event E occurs or not). In classical probability \( n_{up} \leq 1 \), while in neutrosophic probability \( n_{up} \leq 3 + \).
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The function that models the neutrosophic probability of a random variable \( x \) is called the neutrosophic distribution:

\[
NP(x) = (T(x), I(x), F(x)),
\]

Where \( T(x) \) represents the probability that the value \( x \) occurs, \( F(x) \) represents the probability that the value \( x \) does not occur, and \( I(x) \) represents the indeterminate or unknown probability of the value \( x \). Neutrosophic Statistics is the analysis of neutrosophic events and deals with neutrosophic numbers, the neutrosophic probability distribution\[38\], neutrosophic estimation, neutrosophic regression, etc. It refers to a set of data formed totally or partially by data with some degree of indeterminacy and the methods to analyze them.

Neutrosophic statistical methods allow the interpretation and organization of neutrosophic data (data that can be ambiguous, vague, imprecise, incomplete, or even unknown) to reveal the underlying patterns\[39\]. In short, the Neutrosohic Logic\[40\] \[41\], Neutrosophic Sets, and Neutrosophic Probabilities and Statistics have a wide application in various research fields and constitute a new reference of study in full development. The Neutrosophic Descriptive Statistics includes all the techniques to summarize and describe the characteristics of the neutrosophic numerical data\[42\]. Neutrosophic Numbers are numbers of the form where \( a \) and \( b \) are real or complex numbers\[43\], while "I" is the indeterminacy part of the neutrosophic number \( N \).

\[
N = a + bI.
\]

The study of neutrosophic statistics refers to a neutrosophic random variable where \( y \) represents the corresponding lower and upper probability that the studied variable can reach, in an indeterminate interval. Following the neutrosophic mean of the variable when formulating: \( X_i \) \( X_u \) \( [I_l, I_u] \) \( (\bar{x}_N) \)

\[
X_N = X_l + X_u \cdot I_N; \ I_N \in [I_l, I_u]
\]

Where \( \bar{x}_a = \frac{1}{n_N} \sum_{i=1}^{n_N} x_{i_l} \cdot \bar{x}_b = \frac{1}{n_N} \sum_{i=1}^{n_N} x_{i_u} \cdot n_N \in [n_l, n_u] \)

is a neutrosophic random sample. However, the calculation of neutrosophic squares (NNS) can be calculated as follows

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n_N}(X_i - \bar{x}_N)^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n_N} \left[ \min \left( \frac{(a_i + b_i)(a_i + b_i)}{(a_i + b_i)(a_i + b_i)} \right) \cdot I_r[I_l, I_u] \right]
\]

Where \( a_i = x_i b_i = X_u \). The variance of the neutrosophic sample can be calculated by

\[
S_N^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n_N}(x_i - \bar{x}_N)^2}{n_N}, \ S_N^2 \in [S_L^2, S_U^2]
\]

The neutrosophic coefficient (NCV) measures the consistency of the variable. The lower the NCV value, the more consistent the factor's performance is. NCV can be calculated as follows \[44\].

\[
CV_N = \frac{\sqrt{S_N^2}}{\bar{x}_N} \times 100; \ CV_N \in [CV_L, CV_U].
\]

3 Results

Data collection

In university studies, postgraduate studies, and other research, exploratory research is applied as previous analyzes to recent phenomena in society, commerce, education, culture, while keeping compatibility with methods of greater scope \[45\] \[46\]. When analyzing the method, the experts asked themselves, what was the level of integration of this technique in the investigations? To determine this level of integration, a neutrosophic statistical analysis is carried out on a sample of 100 theses of published research (population) in university repositories and some recent studies published on the WEB \[10, 45-63\].
To identify the possible relationships or integrations, five groups are established from the analyzed investigations, called factors (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Factors (F_n) interrelated with exploratory research](image)

For the modeling of neutrosophic statistics, it is suggested to code the variable's name and its representation in graphs and tables. The IIE will refer to the integration of exploratory research.

Method development

For the analysis, we proceed to define the variable, code it and determine the scale to start the modeling (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of integration of exploratory research in university and postgraduate studies</td>
<td>IIE</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>[0; 1], ∀ F_n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Characteristics of the IIE variable

By modeling the variable using neutrosophic statistics, the relative frequencies are obtained to determine the level of IIE in the factors, = in a sample of 100 research projects analyzed (Table 3). It is observed that for there is a higher incidence of occurrence of 77%, that researchers use exploratory research in conjunction with another method for the development of scientific studies. It should be noted that the experts, given the result obtained, ask themselves, what level of IIE for 23% affects the other factors? Moreover, what frequency of occurrence is present to measure the existing indeterminacy?

Table 3. Cumulative absolute neutrosophic frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Cumulative absolute neutrosophic frequencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>[0, 10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4. Relative neutrosophic frequency of the level of IIE in university and postgraduate studies

Of the neutrosophic relative frequencies observed for the IIE, it is necessary that for 100 projects analyzed there is a level of total indeterminacy of, with a level of representativeness, on the days that are registered relatively 1.54, with a higher incidence of 52% for the investigations that use exploratory research in integration with other methods and techniques to complete the study $s = 5.1, c = 1.16, t = 1.5, e = 4.16, m = 40.04[50%; 58%]$

In the first stage for the results in the modeling, the level of IIE is observed for the study of new phenomena they are determined by the values of the neutrosophic standard deviation, to determine in which factor there is greater consistency and precision of IIE in university and graduate studies for each $\bar{x} \in [\bar{x}_L; \bar{x}_U], S_N \in [S_L; S_U] CV_N \in [CV_L; CV_U]$

Table 5. Neutrosophic statistical analysis of the level of IIE in university and postgraduate studies

Table 5 shows the level of incidence of exploratory research in the study of university and postgraduate theses. It should be borne in mind that the Mixed factor is dominant in the use of combined techniques. However, it is required to know in the neutrosophic set IIE what level of representation and indeterminacy in the condition. This means that for the given condition, the factor is by term The medium is the one that most influences the use of exploratory research for the acquisition and compilation of information (interviews, surveys, and field observation) more than the other factors analyzed. About the value of CV, it can be expressed that for the corresponding factors, $\forall F_m, [1 - F_m].F_c CV_{Nm} y CV_{Ne}$, they are lower compared to the rest.
Figure 6. Neutrosophic bubble graph of the IEE level in university and postgraduate studies

**Comparative analysis**

To determine the associated referent indeterminacy measure for the form of neutrosophic numbers (Table 6). In the results obtained, it is observed that for the values they go from $\bar{x} = \in [\bar{x}_L; \bar{x}_U], S_N \in [S_L; S_U] CV_N \in [CV_L; CV_U] CV_N0$ to 0.20 with the indeterminacy measure 79.8%, generated by the Mixed factor and 97.3% in the education factor. Although he needs to use the lowest percentage level of indeterminacy to obtain more precise and more homogeneous results, in this case, it would be for mixed studies or combined with other methods for more robust results $CV_N$

However, experts need to know the best option for the indeterminacy in the condition. The analysis focuses on the education factor with 97.3%, where the study projects present better results due to the preparation of this sector in pedagogical issues and method analysis. $\forall F_n$, $[1 - F_n]$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>$\bar{x}_N$</th>
<th>$YN$</th>
<th>$CVN$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>0.049 + 0.1 l; l $\in [0; 0.51]$</td>
<td>0.001 + 0.108 l; l $\in [0; 0.99]$</td>
<td>0.02 + 1.08 l; l $\in [0; 0.98]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>0.008 + 0.02 l; l $\in [0; 0.60]$</td>
<td>0 + 0.021 l; l $\in [0; 0.100]$</td>
<td>0 + 1.05 l; l $\in [0; 0.100]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>0.015 + 0.03 l; l $\in [0; 0.50]$</td>
<td>0 + 0.032 l; l $\in [0; 0.100]$</td>
<td>0 + 1.067 l; l $\in [0; 0.100]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.038 + 0.08 l; l $\in [0; 0.52]$</td>
<td>0.001 + 0.078 l; l $\in [0; 0.98]$</td>
<td>0.026 + 0.975 l; l $\in [0; 0.97]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>0.37 + 0.77 l; l $\in [0; 0.51]$</td>
<td>0.074 + 0.763 l; l $\in [0; 0.90]$</td>
<td>0.2 + 0.991 l; l $\in [0; 0.79]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Neutrosophic forms with indeterminacy measure for IIE in investigations

**Partial solutions**

The analysis of the exploratory research method defines guidelines for studying phenomena that are poorly documented or lacking in information. In addition, the result defines the use of research combining exploratory research and methods related to the results to be achieved; however, for previous studies, it is recognized that the level of relative frequency that a study project has in exploratory research as a single topic is of very low level, due to the high levels of indeterminacy in the information obtained.

As a partial solution for investigations with a low level of depth, it is recommended that the researcher draws on guides, manuals, reference texts that explain the scope, designs, and types of exploratory research as has been obtained in universities when using this method, by making the information more homogeneous and accurate. Although the experts and the arrival of the processed data selected these factors, the use of this method in other areas to be studied is not considered an error, on the contrary, its application and its use are considered in the neutrosophic probabilities, it only requires a higher level of information acquired so as not to be subject to indeterminacies.

**Conclusions**

Exploratory research is aimed at studies with implications of a specific problem, in search of the most interesting aspects to be addressed in an investigation. The investigation process begins with an exploratory action;
where the researcher does not know in depth the topic to be developed or needs to visualize the scope. Exploratory research corresponds to that first approach to the correct use of the object of study.

Neutrosophic statistics reveal a more direct approach to the use of exploratory research in undergraduate and graduate studies, considering two starting points. The first that the effectiveness of the study requires a deeper scope, from the combination of different methods with an existing level of indeterminacy and as a second approach for studies that require a partial exploratory analysis, take into account that the levels of indeterminacy, present high levels that are only specified in sectors with a certain level of information and good use of the applied tools, as shown in the education factor, with a lower value of CV for $\forall F_n \left[ 1 - F_n \right]$

As a tool, it presents a characteristic of homogeneity with other methods, and its results will always require a more in-depth subsequent study to corroborate the first deductions and, in some cases, open new lines of investigation.
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